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Abstract. To study the characteristic features of relativistic bound systems,
the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) for two equal mass spin 1=2 particles (like
the deuteron) is solved in the cm-frame for a covariant separable interaction
kernel. For that purpose the BSE is transformed to an eigenvalue problem
which is diagonalized numerically. The Bethe{Salpeter amplitudes (BSAs)
are obtained straightforwardly from the resulting eigenvectors. Only posi-
tive parity solutions of the eigenvalue problem are considered. To correlate
the BSAs to standard quantum mechanical wavefunctions, the corresponding
equal{time{wavefunctions (ETWs) are calculated. A decomposition of BSAs
and ETWs in partial waves in angular momenta and parity is performed.
As a rst application elastic electron{deuteron{scattering in the impulse ap-




























) are obtained from three independent matrix elements of the deuteron cur-





) of the Rosenbluth formula are calculated.
1 Introduction
The discussion of many body systems on a nuclear scale requires in most cases a quan-
tum mechanical and relativistic treatment. One approach, most probably the correct
description of such systems, is given by the BSE.
Unfortunately the practical solution of the BSE for most particle dynamics is highly non{
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is to give up covariance and to use static interaction kernels in a Schrodinger or Dirac like
description of the many particle problem, excluding retardation eects in interaction.
The way we follow in this note is to choose a covariant separable interaction kernel to
satisfy covariance and to simplify the mathematical treatment of the BSE. As we are inter-
ested in bound systems we solve the homogenous BSE. Our test particle is the deuteron as
a weakly bound two{fermion{system with two constituents, the proton and the neutron.
The choice of our phenomenological interaction kernel results in a manageable, though
still complex mathematical problem. Goal of this paper is the formulation and solution
of the problem with a rst simplistic application to elastic electron{deuteron{scattering.
A more detailed discussion of the formalism and applications to selected systems will be
presented elsewhere (e.g. the discussion of relativistic eects on bound state wavefuctions
and formfactors or the investigation of antiparticle eects in few or many body systems
at high energies).
2 Solution of the BSE in the rest frame of the deuteron
Starting point is the homogenous BSE describing the deuteron (mass M
d
) as a bound




, mass m) in terms of the







































(to begin with we drop self{energy corrections to the nucleon mass m).
The most general parity conserving interaction kernel in terms of the various invariants
of Dirac matrices is given as:




















































For the practical calculation we use as interaction, respecting covariance, retardation



















































(i = s; v; p) (5)
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parameters. The coupling constant g
2
will be calculated from the eigenvalue condition.
2.1 Formulation of the eigenvalue problem





























	(P; k) (j = s; v; p) (7)
or after some transformations:





















(k) 	(P; k) (8)
Multiplication by v
i
































(k) 	(P; k) (9)
(i; j = s; v; p)






























are functions of the total four{momentum P !)

















(i; j = s; v; p) (12)
or equivalently ( := g
 2
):































































































from eq. (8) by:



















Not all eigensolutions of the BSE are "physical" solutions; there are e.g. solutions with
negative norm. Unphysical solutions of the BSE are sometimes called "Bethe{Salpeter
ghosts" and are discussed e.g. in [Nak69].






































	 is the adjoint BSA, B and B
0
are additional quantum numbers of the two{body
bound states.
2.2 Calculation of A
ij
in the rest frame of the two{particle sys-
tem
For the numerical treatment of the eigenvalue problem (13) the matrix A
ij
from eq. (11)
has to be calculated. By the use of the denition of v
i
(q) in (5) and the rationalized
version of the free two{fermion{propagator S
F2



















































Z(P; q;m) := (
1
2




6P   6q +m) (18)
N
(ij)

























Multiplying out the numerator Z(P; q;m) leads to:







































































































These integrations have been performed in the rest frame of the bound system; specically































) (i; j = s; v; p) in (13) may be represented by 44{matrices
with matrix elements being themselves 44{matrices, consisting of the 44{unity{matrix
1
4
, the two particle spin operator  and its square 
2
.
The two particle spin operator  is dened as follows (
k
with k = 1; 2; 3 are the Pauli
















1 0 0 0
0  1 2 0
0 2  1 0






















are for the singlet (S = 0) and for the
triplet (S = 1) spin states:























































































































(j = s; v; p) (23)
The parity operator
^






























































It is easy to show the eect of the parity operator
^

































(j = s; v; p) (27)







. As the parity
operator
^
P commutes with the interaction kernel K(q ; k) in (4), there exist eigensolutions
of the BSA with positive and negative parity which can be selected (as one can easily see
from (27) and (26) ) with the following X
j





























































(j = s; v; p)
(28)













) are observed. For that reason we only will consider eigensolutions
of positive parity in the next few pages. For completeness we mention that in case of
negative parity states the eigenvalue problem (13) can be solved analytically.
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) which couple the spin angular momentum of a spin 1 particle




) to the orbital angular momentum (represented by































































(The Clebsch{Gordan{coecients follow the convention of Condon & Shortley [Con35]).




































































































































)) (M = 0;1) (37)
to the positive parity BSA combining (14) and (28):
	
(JM)





















(P ) (j = s; v; p) (38)






















































































































































































































































in the rest frame of the deuteron.
3 The equal-time-wavefunction  (P; ~q) (ETW)
To correlate the determined BSAs to conventional bound state wavefunctions, the corre-
sponding ETWs  (P; ~q) are computed by:


































(q) (i = s; v; p) (42)





































0) (j = s; v; p)
(43)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Explicit expressions for the partial waves of equation (44) and (45) are given in appendix
A. Partial waves of the ETW in the rest frame (in arbitary units) are shown in Fig. 1
(scalar interaction) and Fig. 2 (full interaction) for one selected eigensolution of the BSE.











wave on the choice of the
coupling constants in our model.
4 Elastic e-d-scattering in the IA and deuteron form
factors
As a rst application, we consider elastic electron{deuteron{scattering in impulse approx-
imation (IA), following a similar route as in M.J. Zuilhof and J.A. Tjon 1980 [Zui80]. The
























































is the polarization of the deuteron before and after scattering,


















































) we use ts of Iachello et al. [Iac73].
From the current matrix elements obtained we can calculate the observables of the
deuteron (e.g. formfactors). First we introduce the following covariant and contravari-
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= 0 , E
B





are given in units of the nucleon mass)





































= 1: , g
p
=  0:99 , E
B
= 0:002
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and the polarization vectors the current
matrix elements of a massive spin 1 particle can be expressed in the following covariant


































































































) are the generators
of the Lorentz group. Going to the Breit{frame (k
0
= 0) and choosing
~
k in the z{
direction, i.e. k

= (0; 0; 0; k
z
), evluation of equation (51) with respect to elastic scattering
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> = 0 (56)
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Equation (56) is the continuity equation for the deuteron current in our frame of reference.


















































































= 0 they have the following values [Gar94]:
e F
C






















are the deuteron's charge, magnetic and quadrupole moment (we note that






















) are obtained from three independent matrix elements of
the deuteron current, e.g.:
e
q






























































































with the appropriately boosted BSAs and deuteron currents from the deuteron rest frame












) it is straightforward to calculate




























x(x + 2) + y=2























As a characteristic result, formfactors and tensor polarizations of one selected eigensolu-
tion of the BSE are shown in Figs. 3 to 9 for the set of parameters summarized in Table
1.
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Table 1: Parameters used in Figs. 3 to 9 (Interaction parameters and binding energy are


























0.24 0.24 0.22 1.285714 0.89 6.413 1.261
0.24 0.24 0.24 1.285714 0.897 6.685 1.287
0.24 0.24 0.24 1.285714 2.85 6.674 1.340
0.32 0.32 0.32 1.171429 2.5 7.230 1.102
0.32 0.32 0.32 1.285714 2.1 6.977 0.7958
0.32 0.32 0.32 3.0 2.55 6.980 0.6127
0.32 0.32 0.32 9.142858 3.540875 6.973 0.7586
Table 2: Typical parameter dependence of the magnetic and quadrupole moment for
g
0
= 1 and E
B
= 2:371  10
 3




on the parameters of








is suggested by experiment) and varied coupling constants and interaction parameters.
Typical results are listed in Table 2.
Clearly, at present our parameter studies are by far not exhaustive due to practical re-
strictions. For unequal interaction parameters the analytical and numerical integrations
for the boost of BSAs from rest frame of the deuteron to the Breit frame are very in-
volved and time expensive, additionally the positive parity eigensolutions of the BSE in






is only achieved by a very ne tuning of the coupling constants. All this
makes a systematic discussion of the coupling space of our model extremly dicult. Nev-
ertheless, by our experience with the model we draw some more general statements to our
results in the conclusions.









= 1 positive parity eigensolutions of the model can be controlled by one simple
parameter y
 
, which is dened by:






+ (4J   3) g
v



















and which is the ratio between the ++ and the    component of the BSA (because







dropped). We defer a more detailed discussion of this interesting feature to a forthcoming
publication.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we developped the formalism for the covariant description of bound fermion{
antifermion systems in the framework of the BSE. To faciliate the very complex solution
of the problem, the kernel of BSE was represented by a covariant one{rank separable in-
teraction piece for each of our 3 spin{invariants, which reduces the solution of the BSE to
an algebraic problem. By integration over the relative energy variable, the full nonstatic
BSAs were related to standard static 3{dimensional wave functions in momentum space.
As a rst step we applied our formalism to the deuteron and investigated frame indepen-
dent, i.e. covariant "deuteron" wavefuctions together with the corresponding IA formfac-
tors and tensor polarizations. The normalization of the BSA was obtained by normalizing
the charge formfactor to 1 for zero momentum transfer. We nd that our simple interac-
tion kernel is obviously not able to describe the deuteron accurately. Explicitly there are
two scenarios: if, on the one hand, we reproduce magnetic and quadrupole moments, we
fail to reproduce the k
2
dependence of the formfactors. On the other hand, upon xing
the k
2








, the moments turn out to be too large. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see





wave and the antiparticle content of our BSA over a





wave admixtures of 5 %, even without an
explicit tensor force in our interaction kernel).
From its ansatz, our approach is just a rst, crude step towards a more realistic covariant
description of relativistic bound systems. The crucial point is certainly a more adequate
formulation of the interaction kernel within a systematic separable expansion. Such an
extension, which is presently under way, then opens up a variety of interesting questions
within the model, to name only a systematic investigation of mesonic systems in standard
coordinates and on the light cone.
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Figure 3: Dependence of the formfactor A(k
2
z






(The sets of model parameters compared are summarized in Tab. 1; for
experimental data see appendix B)
















Figure 4: As Fig. 3, however for the formfactor B(k
2
z
) from equ. (64)
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) from equ. (57)




















) from equ. (58)
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) from equ. (59)















) from equ. (65)
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) from equ. (66)
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(~q) := !(~q)m ; ~!

(~q) := !(~q) m (68)
we give here the expicit expressions for the partial waves obtained by evaluation of equa-
tion (43).
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B List of experimental data
The following tables consist of all experimental data we have used in our plots. They are
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